On a sunny Tuesday afternoon ten years ago today, Buell G. Gallagher was inaugurated as the seventh President of the College. Great Hall was packed to its second gallery with 2,000 faculty members, visiting scholars and officials, each wearing the long colored robes of his college, each waiting for the four o'clock ceremony to begin. This February 12th Great Hall is closed for repairs, but that afternoon it looked as if it housed the College of Cardinals, about to choose a new Pope.

President Harry N. Wright had retired and a forty-eight-year-old Midwesterner with the rather odd first name of Buell had been chosen to succeed him. President Wright's administration had been marked by repeated scandal and strife. The Knickerbocker Affair, in which members of the Romance Languages Department were accused of anti-Semitism, had dominated the years after the war. And when the professor involved finally resigned, the bean-bulled sandal broke. The early fifteen also saw an intensification of dissensions of "subversive" teaching from the Municipal colleges. And perhaps the change which greeted the new President hoped that the headline-making controversies which had surrounded the College would pass with the changing of the academic guard.

The College had just come through a period of prolonged attack, and with the charges of Senator McCarthy ("the City College graduates I've questioned about subversive activities could hold a class reunion") was due to enter on another such period.

Something had to be done about the long conflict between the administration and the student body. There had to be done about the College's public image as "the little red school house," and Buell G. Gallagher seemed just the man to do it.

One seen in which Dr. Gallagher has had very notable success is in as an administrator. Expanding the College physically and educationally, the downtown Borough School of Business Administration went into operation, and the College doubled in

(Continued on Page 1)
The future of free tuition at the College will most likely be decided Thursday at 12:30 PM in the Harris Auditorium. At that time prominent New York legislators of both major parties will be in a position to judge whether students here want free higher education and whether they will be willing to fight for it. Present at the Student Government Rally will be State Senator Joseph Zaretzki, State Assemblyman Melville Abrams and City Councilman Theodore Kupferman. Also present at the rally, we hope, will be a large number of students from the College. Should the attendance be anything like last year's disgraceful and highly padded “250” students, we think that the battle for free higher education will in large part have been lost.

As President Gallagher said Friday, it is always the same small percentage of the student body that keeps the wheels of equality and democracy turning. It is the do-nothings, he said, “who frequently neglect their duties as citizens.” We would add that it is the do-nothings who neglect their duties as human beings as well.

A poll of upstate students taken last week noted that twenty per cent of the student body at Albany State Teachers College would be forced to leave school and at least another twenty per cent would have serious difficulties remaining in school if tuition fees were imposed there in September, as planned.

This poll points out a fact frequently overlooked by the disseminators of the “affluent society” myth: many people in this country and state cannot afford the costs of tuition at institutions of higher learning and will therefore be denied the opportunity of a college education. For those among us lucky enough not to be in this category, may we make the almost subversive suggestion that some concern for the other guy would not be out of keeping when considering how to spend the Thursday afternoon break.

To this end we strongly urge that all College clubs and organizations cancel their Thursday meetings and ask their members to attend the SG Rally instead. The House Plan Association and the NAACP have already taken this step and we cannot commend them too highly. We would also suggest that clubs either not give in club notes or in their releases request their members to attend the rally.

If 700 upstate students could march to Albany last week, would it be too much to expect that at least that number of students here could make the strenuous journey to the Harris Auditorium?
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CRITICS' CHOICE WEEKEND PERFORMANCE
The New World Singers
Two Nights Only
Tiny's on Washington S. N.
By MARVIN E. GETTLEMAN
Lecturer, Social Studies Program

We are witnessing a Great Debate, in and out of the halls of Con- 
gress, which seemingly could lead to a debate about the Cuba Revo-

Cuba is clearly the ideal subject of such a debate, in 
that fundamental misconceptions and principles 
are at stake. One point of view is that the 
United States' policies have been ineffective, 
while the other argues that Cuba's policies 
have simply delayed, if not stopped, the advance of 
Communism in the Western Hemisphere.

The genuine ground swell of popular support for offensive 
operations against the Castro regime in the United States is undoubtedly 
due to the political and social forces that are 
operating in Latin America today. It is difficult to 
determine their influence on the course of events, 
but it is clear that the popular sentiment in favor of 
removing the Castro regime is widespread.

Cuban Revolution is a popular revolution that still enjoys 
the support of the vast majority of the Cuban people. 
It has been the major author of Cuba's troubles—the govem-
ment had failed to live up to its promises to the people. 
This has led to a growing bitterness and resentment 
among the Cuban people, who now see the Cuban Revolution 
as the only hope for a better future.
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President Gallagher is also credited with changing the system of municipal colleges into the City University and has spent much time on establishing a graduate program at the College. Wherein, because of Gallagher’s peculiar inclination of Levender or for other undisclosed reasons, the contributions of Alumni to the College has grown tremendously in the last decade. “He has produced a totally different climate at the College,” according to Dean Sherburne F. Barby (Liberal Arts). “Early in his career at the College, Dr. Gallagher became known for having pointed at his desk saying: ‘the book shelves here.’”

Penn State felt that they would be hurt because they sold the impression things. According to Dean Harper, such was not always the case at the college.

In a special issue of Observation Post that followed the announcement of his appointment, student editors put forth a few questions about the new President which they said reflected what the majority of the students expected from him. They wanted to know if he would be popular, just, and enhance the College’s reputation, guide “us with a steady yet unobtrusive hand, more than a figurehead and less than an authoritarian,” gain the cooperation of the Board of Trustees and the respect of Presidents of the other Municipal Colleges. In short they asked, “Can Gallagher come through?”

The answer to these questions generally high admissions standards that has a little rider attached to its admission rules which allows 2% of the freshmen to be accepted on other than a scholastic basis. This, he says, takes care of the football team.

It won’t happen here if President Gallagher has any say. Yet in ten years there have been championship teams and All-American athletes.

The soccer team has been going like crazy. The hooters were third in the nation in 1956 and took the whole pie in ’57, ranking first on the country. And only a year ago Andy Houskroy found out the soccer world thought he was the best goalie in the country.

Just last year for Nilson was selected to the All-Midwest basketball team. Unrecorded, he didn’t play high school ball, Nilson made it with a crew from NYU, Fordham and the other major Met universities.

There have been All-Americans and Olympic champions from almost every sport played at the College. This is something President Gallagher and every student or alumna can be proud of.

The Active President Participating In Blood Drive

“Think of the thing I’ve been getting ready for all my life,” Dr. Gallagher told a student reporter after his appointment. Reflecting his “Lincolnesque” features, Dr. Gallagher was born in 1904 in the same state (Illinois), in the same month (February) as the American President. He attended Carleton College where he met his wife, June Sampson Gallagher —the “JSG in grateful and astonished love” to whom his books are dedicated. Ordained a Congregationalist Minister, he headed a church in Passaic, New Jersey, until taking on the Presidency of a small Negro college in Alabama.

A youthful vigorous man who called himself a “Freshman President,” Dr. Gallagher broke presidial tradition by striking a cooperative chord with the youth.
Question: The first time you saw the College, what were your impressions?

President Gallagher: When I first came to City College in September '52 there were two things that I knew about the College. The first was what our Research Laboratory had become part of a big community? and the second was that the people who were going there were really part of a community. It was a community that had a lot of fun.

Question: What do you remember about your first meeting with students?

President Gallagher: My first meeting with students of City College took place in Washington, D.C., before coming up here. I had been speaking with a group of almuni, and in that group there were about half a dozen students. I saw me the low-down. Here is the way I thought it would be. And the students said, "Well, what do you mean?" Well, for example, I thought with the political situation. "Oh," he said, well, that's going to be different, you don't go to law school that way.

There are the conservations and the rest. The conservations is the one that was just a bit of a shock for me.

President Gallagher: An Inside Look At The Presidency

Question: You said in the beginning that you expected to have fun. Have you?

President Gallagher: It's been exhilarating, exciting and exhausting. I've enjoyed it very much. I think most of all I've enjoyed the development over the years of new ideas of community and thinking about the college, moving on and changing. It's been a process of giving areas of a degree of mutual trust across the campus together with a refocusing of opinions both among students and among the faculty, and I think that it's been a very, very good . . . what I'm trying to say is that instead of fighting each other over trumped-up charges, we now tend to get down to some basic issues of importance and more or less unite our forces on them. There was a time, for example, when the Federal Government at City College as at many colleges felt that its "raison d'être" was fighting the President. And when the President didn't provide good issues on which they could attack him, then I was successful for a year or two in winning over students by pointing out the administration. Everyone once in a while we've had activity that was highly imaginative and highly responsible and united issues to fight and things to do despite the fact that there wasn't always something going on at the President's office that they could hold up as an examption for example.

On Politics

Question: While we're on the subject of politics, what do you think of the non-partisan school - the one who never writes that letter or joins that line?

President Gallagher: First of all, on minority participation, this is true at City College, it's true at practically any college or university you want to name. I would think it 10 to 15 per cent or a shade above minority of any college or university. They are the yeast of the lot that give it its ability to stand up. So I'm not at all discouraged when I find that a high percentage of student bodies 75 per cent, 85 per cent going about their own business and not particularly worried about causes. They all the same size, percentage wise. That was just another thing that the students in this area were going to be, anyway. I think we're going to have a lot more of these students, people who don't go who are the ones who determine the vote.

Question: Do you think that City College is doing as much as it should as part of the community and becoming part of it? Do you think that a "subway school" really can become a first-rate liberal arts college?

President Gallagher: Yes, and it's a "subway school." A commuting college can involve itself in the community just as well as a residential college. There's no question of the liberal arts, the liberal arts at City College has become in a great many years and involves a couple of hundred students. Our practice teachers and their supervised teaching, our participation in the city's cultural life, our connection with the city's cultural life, all have been extremely important.

President Gallagher answers questions on his ten years here at an interview with O. J. editor Friday.

President Gallagher: Yes, we have applied for a charter for our Research Foundation and we expect that we will have it before the end of the year. We are going to move forward as rapidly as sounds programmatic. With the creation of the new Science Building that is now under construction, which is now almost occupied for five years, from now, research and the sciences will take a great forward leap. In engineering we are currently being considered in all of the College we have a total of three quarters of a million dollars in research going on at the present time.

Question: In your book, "Color and Conscience," you see integration as a thing for the future. Do you think the times since 1946 have changed that?

President Gallagher: One of the most amazing things in American life is the complete change in the thinking of people in the possibility of legal integration. I wrote my doctoral dissertation in 1938. I can assert without contradiction that in 1938 there was not a single respondent writer in rare relations in this country who believed that legal segregation could be done away with. When and where people came to be, it was a great achievement. It's an achievement I'm very proud of.

President Gallagher: There has been a lot of talk about the president being appointed Chancellor of the City College. How long do you plan to stay at the College?

President Gallagher: I plan to stay at City College until I retire. That time is probably some time when I reach age 69, as I now foresee it. I had my fortieth birthday last month.

Question: Why did you switch from theology to education?

President Gallagher: When I finished Union Seminary, I had this notion of a fellowship. It was a fellowship to study theology, as I went to the London School of Economics. I was fascinated in ethical questions and at that time the most important ethical question concerned ground matters of economics, labor relations and allied issues. Then I returned to this country and after a year with the YMCA, I was invited by the YMCA, I was invited to work there, and there had been the sharpest industrial status and difficulty. I thought this was the place to begin my ministry. And I have been here since 1949, I have been here for a long time. . . . I'm not sure I'd do it again. But I'm not saying it very well. I've enjoyed this.

On Sports

Question: You came to the College at a bad time sports-wise; what was your guiding principle with regard to sports at that time?

President Gallagher: When I came to the College, the new policies had already been set. My job was to try to rebid a body of broken morale. There were those who felt that the way the College was going right back into the big-time. This was, of course, contrary to the policies set down by the NHE at that time.

Question: What do you think is the proper position of sports at a public college?

President Gallagher: I am opposed to the use of intercollegiate athletics for purposes of institutional revenue. What I am for is the kind of athletic program where the selection of teams comes after registration, and the competition is local. The College is concerned at regular faculty salary levels, and the teams and coaches are interested in winning when they play hard, and the student body struggles along with them, and supports the team, win or lose. I don't think the President should go out and recruit their players and pay them to come and play. I think there's a place where they should suddenly announce that they have a hired team, that they are professionals, and they should play professional teams.

Question: You expect to go to California by saying you had "one great adventure during your life? Now that you're retired, do you think you would have a last great adventure ahead?

President Gallagher: Yes, and I expect to find it here at the College.
Tuition...

(Continued from Page 1)

administration. SG President Alan Blume said, however, that a letter would be circulated among teachers adding them not to penalize cuts.

A delegation of student leaders will precede the buses and spend two days in Albany buttonholing legislators.

OPostnotes...

• The NAACP is inviting all students with at least two free hours in the afternoon to participate with them in "Operation Enlightenment," the Harlem Tutorial Project involving tutoring at St. Mark's Church, 138 Street and Edgecombe Ave. after 3:30 PM. Those interested may leave a note in the NAACP-Day Session mailbox in Room 152 Finley.

• Pointe de Vue, a magazine written in French containing original critical discussions on French literature and related topics, will be sold opposite the Broadway hit, Oliver. Entertainment, Refreshments, and Dance Prizes will be provided.

• Scandal in Sorrento, starring Sophia Loren and Vittorio de Sica is being presented tomorrow at 4 PM and Thursday at 8 PM in Room 217 Finley by the Finley Board of Managers. The comedy is in Italian with English subtitles. Admission is free, and all are invited.

FRIDAY... SATURDAY... SUNDAY...

WEEKEND JAZZ & COMEDY
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Thompson of Bleeker
The New Court

The prospect of President Kennedy's new appointees to the Supreme Court joining the dissenting "liberal" wing and thus upsetting five-to-four decisions on key civil liberties cases was not regarded as good by a spokesman of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) in a talk here Thursday.

Osmond K. Franksel, in a speech on recent Supreme Court trends said that there was little likelihood that Justices White and Goldberg would vote with the Douglas and Black wing of the Court.

Mr. Franksel said that the Court's interpretation of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution has been "unfaithful to the view of the Court," and thus upsetting five-to-four decisions on key civil liberties cases was not regarded as good by a spokesman of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU).

The New Negro

By DAVID ROFICHLD

"I think we can work out some definite strategy to help the younger realize that he is a person, a human being, a son of the Father of God," said the Reverend Richard Hildebrand, a newly elected President of the New York Chapter of the NAACP.

"This is the best period in which a person can live," he asserted. "It gives the individual the opportunity to develop what is highest and best in him."

"We shall observe the hundredth anniversary of the signing of the Emancipation Proclamation. There really isn't much to celebrate," he said.

The minister stated that most dropouts in New York are Negroes and Puerto Ricans and asserted that they have no sense of identity with society and are not encouraged or "channeled into curricula that prepares them for college. It is necessary for them to go to work and to say, "I am socially . . . a decent living . . . improve themselves culturally and intellectually."

But most important of all, he emphasized, was to "make a youngster realize that he is not inferior, that given the same opportunities he can make a real contribution to society."

Later, asked what he thought of those who advise colored people to wait and have patience, he succinctly answered, "I would tell them to go to Hell!"

The Modern Jazz Society of Hunter College Presents

The Modern Jazz Quartet.

Friday evening, February 22nd at 8:30 P.M.

Hunter College Assembly Hall

64th Street, between Park and Lexington Avenues

Tickets $1.75 and $2.50

For further information call Box Office 5-9040.

North Campus Ticket Agency

opposite Knittle Lounge.

Open on Thursday, 12-2.

A Service of Gamma Sigma: Sigma National Service Sorority
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A Service of Gamma Sigma: Sigma
Beavers Trip Up Yeshiva, 78-66; Meet Fordham In Wingate Tonight

"Is Bernie mad?"

"No worse than usual."

If Yeshiva's basketball coach Bernie Saracheck was a little mad Saturday night he had good reason to be, as the Beavers took a 78-66 victory.

The volatile coach of the Mighty Mites had a calm night although he managed to get in a few angry words here and there. Yeshiva had moved up within 4 points of the Beavers.

The Beavers, led by a white handkerchief at the excited Yeshiva coach who showed handkerchief waving what he thought of them as he thumbed his nose.

Despite Saracheck's hission, the Beavers added 3 points for a safer lead. Jerry Greenberg poured in the points for the Beavers, tallying 22 while holding 7 of 13 from the floor. Behind him were John Wyles and Steve Golden with 15 and 14 respectively. Pacemakers for Yeshiva were 6-4 Art Aaron, 25 points and 6-3 Ken Jacobson, 20 points.

The Tri-State victory gives the Beavers an 8-7 record, a 5-3 galore at 8 PM. Fordham will be looking for a home victory.

Four of them as he thumbed his nose. with a white handkerchief at the excited Yeshiva coach who showed handkerchief waving what he thought of them as he thumbed his nose.

Despite Saracheck's hission, the Beavers added 3 points for a safer lead. Jerry Greenberg poured in the points for the Beavers, tallying 22 while holding 7 of 13 from the floor. Behind him were John Wyles and Steve Golden with 15 and 14 respectively. Pacemakers for Yeshiva were 6-4 Art Aaron, 25 points and 6-3 Ken Jacobson, 20 points.

Matmen Floor Hunter, 35-3; Taylor Tries One-handed Win

The clock struck two in Goethals gym Saturday and all of the men of the Hunter College wrestling team fell down one way or another but couldn't roughly thrash them by a 35-3 score.

In the opening bout, the light-weight division, the College's Al Siegel pinned Hunter's Larry Coburn in the 3:30 mark, giving a 5-0 lead in the match. They picked up ten more easy points as the Hunter team closed the next two bouts, the 120 and the 137.

The 147-pounder, Hunter's Dan McCarthy, met the Beavers' captain, Harvey Taylor. Taylor usually wrestles in the 137 pound bout but because of the absence of Al Leydecker, the Lavender matman all had to move up one weight division. Fighting a heavier opponent didn't faze Taylor in the least. In one of the rare displays of wrestling talent, Taylor pinned his opponent at about the five minute mark.

At one point in his match, Taylor held his opponent under one arm and with his free hand adjusted his knee pads, an act usually reserved for a break in the action.

Winning his teammate all score pins must have made Mar Chasen hungry for one of his own. So even though he was competing against Stan Wilke, Hunter's top wrestler, matman Mar proceeded to get a pin of his opponent at roughly six minutes.

By this time the Lavender grappler must have thought that each and every one of them should get a pin. At least that's the way it must have seemed to Al Fein. Fein faced Steve Schenael in the 177 pounder. At the 'monkey see, monkey do' act as Schenael went down on a pin.

"You hear me..."

A new soph on the team took the only triple victory of the day. Aaron Marcus, a sophomore, was the only Beaver to fence three bouts, winning the fourteenth. For winning it the jubilant team carried off the strip—all three feet in the stands.

Senior Rogers even came when Paul Rogeson won the second bout of the meet to tie the score 1-1. Rogers also figured in another interesting bout.

He had Marcus down 4-0 in the deal when Marcus called a time-out to talk to his saberman. Marcus held on to give Rogeson the 4 touches and tie the bout. At this point Marcus called out from the sidelines, almost threateningly, "You hear me, Marcus."

Marcus must have heard him well because he took the next touch to win, 5-4.

Beaver Miler Relay Nips Iona, 15-12; Marcus, A Sophomore, Takes Three

Before Saturday's fencing meet with Rutgers, coach Edward Lucia reported that the Scarlet improved 100% since last year's 17-10 drubbing.

The Beavers must have also felt the meet wasn't anywhere near as close as the score indicated because the Beavers won when the score was 14-5. Fourteen's the magic number since there were 27 points in a fencing meet.

Beaver Mermen Lose, 54-40; Mora Back on Winning Ways

EASTON, Pa., Feb. 16 — It took a Lafayette to help end the Revolutionary War and it took a Lafayette to help the College's swimming team end its second dual meet of the season, as the Frenchmen drowned the Beavers 54-40.

Lafayette College took the first two events, the medley relay and the 200 yard freestyle relay. Beaver Dennis Mora returned to his winning ways in the 50 yard freestyle as he placed first. Moran accomplished this in a time of 24.8 which is a little slow for him.

As he crossed the finish. The Beavers attempted a comeback as Jim Steekler and Girard Moore placed first and second respectively in the 50 yard breaststroke. Steekler's winning time was 2.33.

For all intense purposes, the match was over right there. Of the remaining five events, the Beavers were only able to take the measure of the Frenchmen once. Mora was victorious in the 100 yard freestyle while Steekler and Walt Kazen came in number two in the 200 yard backstroke and the 500 yard freestyle respectively.

Beaver Mile Relay Nips Iona, To Share CTC Title With Gaels

Trailing by one point going into the final event, the College's track team edged favored Iona by a tenth of a second in the Mile Relay thereby tying the Gaels for the Collegiate Track Conference Relay Championship Saturday.

Although each Beaver was running, Saturday's event of the day they set a new record of 3:26.3 in the Queens College gym. Bill Heflinger, leading the team Jackman, opened the meet at the starter's gun and kept it throughout the lead-off leg. Bill then handed off to his teammate in his final leg in the second leg. Iona took over the lead during the second leg.

Irons also fig­
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Trailing by one point going into the final event, the College's track team edged favored Iona by a tenth of a second in the Mile Relay thereby tying the Gaels for the Collegiate Track Conference Relay Championship Saturday.

Although each Beaver was running, Saturday's event of the day they set a new record of 3:26.3 in the Queens College gym. Bill Heflinger, leading the team Jackman, opened the meet at the starter's gun and kept it throughout the lead-off leg. Bill then handed off to his teammate in his final leg in the second leg. Iona took over the lead during the second leg.

Irons also fig­